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Abstract ^ 
When one observes the properties of transportation elements 
the one characteristic that is obvious is that of movement. 
The project submitted within these pages proposes to create 
an architecture that reflects these dynamic properties of 
motion and their intersection with one another. 
This representation of motion and intersection will be analyzed 
metaphorically, and then created by tracing those 
paths and collisions in form. 

The main goal of this facility is to encourage a society dependant 
on their private vehicles to use public transportation. The word 
"public" should not be seen negatively; in this project the 
architecture must celebrate the public atmosphere 
The principles of l<inetic energy, potential energy, 
and collision will be harnessed to advertise the efficiency and 
leisure of a proposed public transportation networic in Houston, 
Texas. Therefore, the architecture becomes the advertisement, 
the element of persuasion in concept, function, and form. 
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Fig. II 
Catalyst Abstract Collage 
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' ' supporting Theory 
To interpret properties of motion and intersertion utilizina the 
energy harnessed to create an architectural advertisement 
promoting public transit. 

The big idea is to separate the private vehicle from a society 
dependent on it and offer the advantages that public 
transportation supplies. This can be accomplished by using 
architecture as a billboard. To reflect the dynamic properties 
of these transportation networks 3S a s(eel< and sexy way 
to travel. Much more exciting than the private vehicle. 

)rc 10 environrr 
,(sit, sĉ r lal rrii/ir 

iMpublic: 

>Environmental pollution can be reduced by removing or 
reducing private automobile usage in a daily commute. 

>The Idea supports rejuvenating the urban fabric by the 
placement of a transit center adding density. 

>Opportunities for social mixing occur when a cross section 
of ethnic and economic classes interact with one another. 

All of these factors provide a chance to create a public 
architecture that is celebrated, not conformed to bland 
municipal design. Resulting in a catalyst for a defunct urban 
district. 

Fig. 1.01 
BLUR Site 
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The goal of this proiect is to promote and offer an alternative to 
the private automobile. Thus reducing environmental pollution 
caused by the abundance of private autos, continuing efforts 
of urban densification and renewal and creating an environment 
for social mixing. This goal can be reached by using architecture 
as an advertising device. The project would directly promote 
the use of mass transit in Houston, Texas by celebrating the 
public space of this center. 

Fig. 1.02 
Collage Suburb and Highway 

Three important theoretical issues that respond directly to the 
architecture of the project are: 

I .>How to derive form from the motions and paths created by 
pedestrian and vehicular traffic? 

2.>What type of architecture is created to reflect a celebrated 
public architecture and atmosphere of social mixing? 

3.>How to advertise through the architectural concept, function, 
and form? 

riq I 03 
Communication Collage 
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Fig. 1.04 
Ramp Phase Portrait 

yigtl Hesp&rise: F O R M 
In response to creating a form that represents movement, the 
form of the building will be analogous to the dynamics, flow, 
and energy associated with motion. In a competition for a Port 
Authority Gateway in New York City, Greg Lynn used these 
forces of motion to design. The site was modeled using forces 
that simulate the movement and flow of pedestrians, cars, and 
buses across the site, each with differing speeds and intensities 
of movement. The various forces of movement established 
invisible lines. To discover the shape of the invisible field, 
'J icy introduced geometric particles that change tiieir position 
and shape according to the influence of the forces. 
(Lynn 130 and Fig 1.04-.05, 1.07) 
Basically, Lynn analyzed the flow charts and graphs of the 
vehicular movement in animation programs, and then 
proceeded to apply those forms to the shape of the abstract 
(or parti) of the architecture. 

Fig. 1.05 
Particle Qoud Massing 

with figure 215 
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The potential design response to form the analogy of 
movement in this design project would look closely at the 
kinetic forces of the vehicles and pedestrians this structure 
services. Lines of path would be defined by replicating the 
shape or flow of the transportation element. The graphs or 
charting exercises inevitably will produce pulses, peaks, and 
troughs. This could be reflected in the spline shape of the 
tubular metal frame structure or in the shaping of wall 
systems. Using tubular aluminum or steel as framing systems 
will allow the flexibility to create these complex elements. 



<2> PotetUfgri DfesigrrifelpgmgS! SttCfcll"COIII]8ions 
In response to the issue of intersections and social collisions a 
statement should be made about the interaction of different 
social classes that are normally segregated. This type of 
dynamic atmosphere should act as a social condenser, 
promoting the use of public transport. These different interactions 
and events should be a remarkable shock for the type of 
environment this center is placed in. 

A programmatic response to the issue of social collisions can be 
looked at through Bernard Tschumi's term "Transprogramming". 
This term's definition combines two programs, regardless 
of their incompatibilities, together with their respective spatial 
configurations(Tschumi 205). In this program groups of people 
from different social levels and cultures will be forced to exist 
together in this public space. The architecture program then 
becomes the statement and advertisement for this transit system. Fig. 1.06 

Pare de la Villette Diagram 

A formal response to this issue involves a metaphorical 
representation of the friction and collision of these 
socio-economic classes. 

In a collision of two ordinary objects, both objects are deformed, 
often considerably, due to the strong forces 
involved(Giancoli 166). When paths of different vehicular 
elements intersect or in fact collide the shape of the form reflects 
the impact of forces. Walls and partitions become free form 
planes flexing and taking their inherent shape after the initial 
impact of the two systems coming together. Materials of the 
different forms are very smooth when they are fully intact, 
but when the form comes into contact with another form, 
particles are fragmented and deformed. 

Fig. 1.07 
Artist Space by.Glen Lynn(Respectrve Zones of Influence) 
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rmedia Skin 
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Fig. 1.08 
Andell Building and Euraille Center, Jean Nouvel 

In this project a multi-media skin would help define what the 
architecture is tn concept, function, and form. An example 
reflecting this issue is the commercial center at Euraille in 
Lille, France. In the station, Jean Nouvel considers light, 
material, and color are as important as form and volume m 
the definition of architectural space (Morgan 61). He has 
taken this principle and carried it over to the facades of the 
shopping center and towers by applying holographic images 
that have been silkscreened to a grey background. This 
establishes the purpose of the different shops inside and out 
The same methods can be used to advertise and act as an 
interactive communication device for the public. 

^ oject, the users are lo be convirir/u 
/rnu';r U-(\ tfiat "fjuMic '/•r-./lcc, /md 

•iiil(l(j \() rJo, W h f f !!'. - i l l " 

il\n M.-rliunrif, I'f iDj 

One potential design response would be to make the skin 
of the building using opaoue fabrics to proiect on. 
The stretched fabric becomes the surface advertisements and 
information is viewed on. Another solution would 
incorporate large plates of opaque glass that would be printed 
on and lighted from behind. Walls and partitions would 
become information devices for the public. 

Fig MO 
Jean Nouvets Future Design Concepts 
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ase Studies 

Fig. 1.12 
Wave House 

Lebbeus Woods' projects in San Francisco and 
in Sarajevo are related to my program's theoretical 

representation by their properties of reflection of movement in 
their form. 

Lebbeus Woods.' San Francisco Study 
These projects explore the possibilities for an architecture that in 

Its conception, construction, and inhabitation comes into new 
and potentially creative relationships not only with the effects 

of earthquakes, but more critically, with the wider nature of 
which they are a part. (Woods 102)These studies reflect the 
movement of the earth as it shifts and crashes in its structure 

during an earthquake. 
Wave House.' San Francisco 

-Its balljointed flames flex and reflex in the quake; supple 
metal stems and leaves move in the seismic winds. 

High Houses: Sarajevo Projects 
-designed in 1994 these projects reclaim not only a site near 

the center destroyed by the siege of the city, but also the 
space above, invisibly scored for three years by the arcs of 
shells, bullets, and grenades. These houses respond to the 
people's powerful need to achieve freedom of movement 

through space using a fuller plasticity of experience... 

Fig. 1.13 
High Houses 
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This case study provides an example of how multi-media 
advertisements can be integrated into the architectural 
skin. 

Orne + Associates: Fashion Show, Las Vegas 
With more than 30,000 people walking by the Fashion Show 
Mall on Las Vegas Boulevard, the Rouse Company saw an 
opportunity to do something big. The attention grabbing 
solution was a 450' long "cloud canopy" that would provide 
shade and visual entertainment. Images will be projected 
onto the translucent cloud so people in the plaza and across 
the Strip can see them. Along side this canopy a giant 
Tri-vision wall of special video will provide even more stimuli. 
Orne says that they are creating an architecture of light 
and information, rather than of bricks and mortar.(Pearson 161 

Fig. 1.14 
Las Vegas Mall 

This next case study responds to trans-programming a 
public space. 

Bernard Tschumi: Pare de la Villette, Paris 
The Pare de la Villette is an excellent example of "Trans 
programming" an urban space. Technically the park is formed 
by the encounter of three autonomous systems, each with 
its own particularities and limits: the system of objects, 
the system of movements, and the systems of spaces. 
The pare is also a public space that is celebrated. 
The programming of the space consists of art, music , 
entertainment, and transportation which arejuxtaposed 
with each other. 

Fig. 1.15 
Pare de la Villette Benard Tschumi 
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•'"PScility Analysis 
A multi-modal transportation terminal is a station that provides 
access to more than one vehicular system It is a hybrid 
composed of functions and systems that belong to airport 
terminals, train stations, and bus depots. However, the great 
grandfather of this system is generally the rail station and the 
architecture seems to be in its second great age. The revival 
seems to be prompted by the advent of new high speed 
trains initially in Europe. The second great impetus has come 
from the renewed emphasis on improving public transportation, 
"with frequent train services offering an attractive alternative 
to the motor car not only for commuting but also for shopping, 
leisure, family outings, and school trips. (Binney 7) 

This complicated form has the sole purpose of directing people 
to their destination. It is a point in a vast transportation network 
that can be used as a landmark or meeting place. 
Within this landmark is a complicated program of circulation 
systems, amenities, and public spaces that all work with 
one another to accomplish the building's main objective. 
Provide a space that is convenient to use for the urban 
commuter. (Woodson 66) 

Fig. 2.02 
Pusan High Speed Rail Complex 
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Public Transportation, also called mass transit is an urban 
passenger transportation service usually available on payment 
of a prescribed fare and operated on established schedules along 
designated routes with specific stops. Cities as small as 
Lausanne, Switzerland (population 125,004), have constructed 
rapid rail transit systems. All larger cities, and of course many 
smaller towns, rely on buses for transporting their citizens. 
(Urbanik) 
Rail rapid transit (subway or metro) uses high-speed passenger 
rail cars that operate in tunnels, on elevated structures, or in 
exclusive rights-of-way that are grade-separated to avoid 
interference with traffic. It uses high-performance trains with 
running speeds of up to 120 to 130 km/hr (up to 75 to 80 mph) 
and can carry as many as '^0.000 passengers per hour in one 
direction. Except for the French-developed rubber-tired systems, 
which are also used in Mexico City and Montreal, 
most rapid transit systems use steel wheels on rails,(Urbanik) 

Fig. 2.03 
Waterfor "̂  ^-^l 

Fig. 2.04 
DART Light Rail Stop 

Stations have high platforms to allow level and quick exit and 
entrance. Station spacing is between 1200 and 4500 m 
(4000 and 15,000 ft), requiring a secondary feeder system of 
buses and ample parking facilities at suburban locations. 
Light rail transit (LRT), also called streetcar or tram, is a 
metropolitan electric railway system characterized by its ability 
to operate single cars or short trains propelled by motors with 
power pickup from overhead catenaries. The distinguishing 
feature of LRT is its diversity of options for alignment, 
configuration, and design. In dense downtown areas it can be 
placed in tunnels or on the surface in pedestrian malls. 
Outside center cities, cars can run on the medians or reserved 
lanes of arterial highways or on abandoned railroad beds or 
utility corridors. Depending on the degree of separation from 
road traffic, average speeds range from 16 to 40 km/hr 
(10 to 25 mph). The capacity of a moderate-size system is 
about 12,000 people per hour. (Urbanik) 
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e Train Shed 

Fig. 2.05 
St Pancras Station, London 

Fig. 2.06 
Grand Central Station 

The problem of filling the architectural gap opened between 
the city streets and the iron rails was responded to by the 
19 century creation of a new building type a stable for the 
thundering iron monster. A place to "arrange passage, to 
dispose of luggage await departure or arrival, and in general 
make the jolting transition between the familiar urban world 
and the realm of steam and speed." (Trachtenburg 472) 
Even though it was the most unprecedented of building types, 
more than 100,000 examples were constructed in the century 

following 1830. The train shed is one of the most successful 
inventions of a new building type in the last 200 years. It orders 
and directs passengers to the trains, protects them from the 
weather and facilitates the transition from pedestrian 
movement to rail travel. 
The railroad shed combined two architectural forms: the train 
shed and the passenger building. The railroad shed, although 
providing for the passengers' comfort by sheltering them 

Fig. 2.07 
Gare de tEst Paris 

Fig. 2.08 
GrarxJ Central Station 

from the elements, had to be scaled to the trains. It needed to 
be wide enough to accommodate a number of parallel tracks 
and platforms and high enough to diffuse the clouds of steam 
and smoke. The technology that lent itself to these sheds was 
in the form of metal and glass. 'The passenger building could 
not have been more different in function and form." 
(Tractenburg 472) It was an urban building exclusively for 
human use, rather than an industrial building housing machinery. 
Engineers typically designed the train shed, while the passenger 
building was the responsibility of an architect. 
The train shed's main issue was that of free span. 
A number of ideas came from the bridge technology trusswork, 
the cantilever and the trusswork arch. The next issue was making 
the iron arch into an iron vault. The solution was to build a series 
of identical arches, one behind the other, and connecting them 
with longitudinal ribs. (Trachtenburg 473) 
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This would then be covered with iron-framed glass panels. 
The repetition of this structure was indicative of the age limitless 
mass production. Though the concept of the train shed was 
simple, the effect was staggering. The spans of these structures 
leapt from the 40 foot truss roof of London's Euston Station to 

the 243 foot span of St. Pancras Station in London.(Fig. 2.06) 
The passenger buildings were also increasing in terms of scale, 
monumentality and sophistication. The station, along with just 
about every other building type, tended to follow 19 century 
fashions of historicism and eclecticism. "Stations were fitted into 
Egyptian and Greek temples, medieval cathedrals and fortresses. 
Renaissance palaces, and they even blossomed into exotic 
Xanadu-like oriental fantasies. "(Trachtenburg 444) 
The choice was often left up to the predominant stylistic rage. 

Fig. 2.09 
King's Cross Station 

Fig. 2.10 
Railroad Station, New Haven 

Not only did styles and historical types play a major role, but also 
basic architectural forms. Two dominant forms were the arch 
and the clock tower. The arch symbolized the event of passage 
from one place to another, and often represented the shape of 
the train shed. The clock tower, which widely appeared in station 
facades, was a symbol of centrality and power it "drew on the 
tradition of bell towers and their signaling the momentous events 
in urban life as well as the passage of time." (Trachtenburg 444) 

F16 



Fig. 2.11 
Canning Town Station 

Tacility Issues 
Considerations during the initial spatial design phase. 
Critical considerations and design guidelines: 

>Vehicle and Terminal Space 

>Convenience and Mobility 

>Safety and Security 

>Social Factors 

>Psychological Factors 

• FI7 
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Fig. 2.12 
Falling Man 

"Ari arcf iiLer.i needs to f lave a o 
mind like that of a man plannir 
requiring v/il, 'an aiieTiiive leri.', 

all ifiai. i: riappeninr;).'" 
Carlo Srarpa 

Fig. 2.13 
Parking Lot Two 

Fig. 2 14 
Light Rail Trains 

Fig 2 15 
Thinkjng Soul 
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and Terminal 
The passenger must be able to access the terminal or terminals 
with ease from any vehicle. (Woodson 66) 

-Private car/terminal 
-High Speed Rail/terminal 
-Light Rail/terminal 
-METRO Bus/terminal 
-Pedestrian/terminal 

Fig 2 16 
IcxxTwrni Organization Diiigram 

Fig. 2.17 
Airports and terminals 
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Terminal 
CorrWors. 

Fig. 2 18 
f̂ Joise Diagram 

Fig. 2.19 
r^rrninai Organization Diagram 2 

The terminal space and seating must take into consideration 
noise and vibration from vehicles and humans, and the 
immediate atmosphere (temperature and ventilation) 
(Woodson 68) 

Organize quite waiting areas and communication banks 
away from busy terminal corridors. 

To cut down on noise and vibration in low noise level areas 
use materials that absorb sound and shock. 
An example could be fabric covered panels, acoustical 
dampening devices, and carpets. 

To cope with ingress and egress and their separate 
acceleration and deceleration, the mam corridors will 
be designed to accommodate peak hour traffic flow. 
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-Facili 
An important response to the issue of mobility is how the 
space is designed. There are five design characteristics of the 
"Building Thoroughfare" that effect convenience and mobility: 
the shortcut, width, height, wide entrance, and involvements 
along the edge. 

The shortcut in a public space is meant invite free loitering. 
When people have a sense of freedom and mobility to hang 
around, they will necessarily get acquainted and begin to use 
the space (Alexander 494). 

Fig. 2.20 
Galleria in Milan wi th dic?grams of shortcut paths 

An rjxarrplf^ ol a successlul inrJwr In 
like If lo.'.e of tfie Gallf̂ ria in Milan. Tfie^ 
vyfiich slice tfiroucifi ifiem, Imfej wiit^-
.ind watch tfir'':' fric' 

id loiter 

An indoor street needs to be wide enough for people to feel 
comfortable walking or stopping along the way. 
Each person takes about so there needs to be about one 
foot between two groups which pass, so they do not feel 
crowded (Alexander 495). Other experiments also indicate 
that a person sitting or standing on the edge of this kind of 
space will feel uncomfortable if anyone passes by nearer than 
five feet away. 

Ceiling heights should also feel comfortable for people walking 
or standing along the corridor. For a large corridor, the ceiling 
is high in the middle and low at the edges. In the middle where 
people are more anonymous, the ceiling may be 20 feet or 
higher, according to the scale of the path. Along the edges of 
the linear space, where people are invited to stop and become 
engaged into the function of the building, it may be lower. Fig. 2 21 

Frankfort Airport Station Link wi th Space Height Diagrams 
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Fig. 2.22 
Terminal Organization Diagram 4 wi th Thoroughfare Sketch 

A wide entry should be established as a prominent gateway. 
As far as possible, the indoor street should be a continuation of 
the circulation outside the building (Alexander 497). In this 
facility this characteristic relates to vehicle to terminal transfer 
and the time involved for that. The path into the building should 
be as continous as possible and the entrance quite wide-
acting as a gateway rather than a doorway. 

ike a pedesiriari street as 
.'(•̂ rriing inro if from ,^\)()\/(' \'\.¥ c 
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Establishing involvements along the edge to provide amenities 
and programed activities. Rooms next to the street should have 
windows opening to the street because it is generally unpleasant 
to walk down a corridor with blank walls. You become cut off 
from the outside world instead of experiencing everything 
around you (Alexander 497). The corridor should also be lined 
with seats and places to stop, such as newspaper stands, snack 
areas, exhibits, and displays. This arrangement allows for free 
movement and convenience for the commuter. 

Fig. 2.23 
Terminal Organization Diagram 3 
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-Facilityi 
Social and psychological factors must be accounted for in 
a facility of this type. The facility needs to consider comfort 
factors of the individuals using the building and its systems. 
A freedom from fear and anxiety must be established, and 
allow the individual to have personal privacy if needed. 
(Woodson 66) 

A design response to this issue resides in the aesthetics of 
the space. High ceilings could be used in the main corridors 
so people will feel less confined in a rush or crowd. Added 
clerestories will also help with ventilation and provide lots 
of light to project a free atmosphere. 

To establish areas of private spaces lower the ceiling levels 
and design nodes to be used by individuals to wait or 
rest. Sitting could be added to produce small waiting areas 
or add to terminal waiting spaces. 

•"-yr riolrjgif ally, l iuf, of blui" and gr 

Fig. 2.24 
Public and Private Space/Signage Diagram 

j(il(:! i r i / i r i rc'd 

In public spaces like these "the user must have confidence 
in what to and were to go." This establishes a freedom of 
choice and movement. (Woodson 66) 
The proper placement of sign-age will aid in designing 
for this issue. Keep pleasing and interesting features to 
establish landmarks to add to the already placed sign-age. 

Another issue impacting this facility are ADA requirements. 
Instead of adding these elements, incorporate them into 
the design of the architecture and landscape design. Using 
ramps as design elements defining path or accentuating 
landscaping. 

Fig 2.25 
ADA Integration Diagram 

Fig. 2 26 
Wheelchair 12 
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safety 
In today's society there has been an increase of violent and 
destructive action performed on public spaces, buildings, and 
those who inhabit them. To aid in protecting the user from 
those actions and other unexpected natural events that may 
cause harm, a security system must be added to the 
already complected beast at hand. 

A design response aimed at diluting this problem would be 
the integration of closed circuit video surveillance into the 
architecture. To establish a relaxed social atmosphere the 
equipment should be disguised into architectural elements 
that will be more pleasing to the eye. 

Fig. 2.27 
Officework Communications 

Fig. 2.28 
Fire Alarm 

Consideration for emergency operation and provisions must 
also be met to provide a secure environment. (Woodson 67) 
Proper planning of security spaces will also aid to the solution 
to this problem. The planning of a system of nodes strategically 
placed for emergency operations if called for. These could be 
placed adjacent to each vehicle terminal and near the 
entrances to cover the complex. 

Fig. 2.29 
Security Node Diagram 

Fig. 2.30 
Police Technology 
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Fig. 2.31 
Canary Wharf Station 
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elated Cases 

Fig. 2.32 
Canning Town Station 

Canning Town. John McAsian and Partners. London. 
The ease of transgress from vehicle to vehicle is optimized 
in the Canning Stacks of northern London. Passengers 
come in from the street and either walk along to the bus 
station or descend to the subway that leads to the railway ticket 
hall by stairs, escalators, or elevator. An underground concourse 
links them to the platform above which allows non
obstructive path from vehicle to vehicle. (Davey 65) 

® S — 1 ^ 

Fig. 2,33 
Grand Central Station 

Grand Central Terminal. Beyer Blinder Belle. New York 
Grand Central Terminal has remained open through the 
1990's during its restoration, and now circulation, amenity, 
and appearance is better today. Escalators now speed riders to 
and from lower concourses. A revived infrastructure serving the 
railroad is now supplemented by improved power and light. 
Restaurants, handsome shops, and services line the traditional 
and newly designed passages and concourses. In considering 
the flow and energy of 500,000 persons daily surging through 
the arteries and organs of grand central terminal, one can not 
escape the analogy of life blood at a dynamic urban scale. 
Perhaps it isjust as suitable to imagine the "body electric" 
where the terminal's public energy is switched on with the 
morning rush hour and the current of commuters alternates 
into and out of Grand Central until late at night the switch is 
turned off. (Rhodes 1 14) 
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Stratford Station. London. Chris Wilkinson Architects 
In regards to social and psychological issues, the Stratford 
station will allow the user to navigate with a clear 
mind free from anxiety and with freedom of movement. 
Orientation at Stratford will be much clearer than in 
underground stations like it by the "big airy volume" 
contained within the roofs elegant curve. (Davey 56) 
It starts at the back of the concrete upper level walkway and 
springs with a series of curved plate girder ribs. 
It is full of light. In daytime, light pours into the place 
through the great glass wall and through curved 
glazed cladding at the point where the roof 
springs back to the upper level walkway. 

Fig. 2.34 
Stratford Station 

"Al Norrfi Greerivv/icfi, I fie painterly Trlen.Miy of tfi 
blue void elevates the mundane, perjfele^proc&s.̂ ' 
sf lufflirig to and from undrfr/round.j;^''^ " 
mesmerizing jfjurney ihrrjugh a rnagicc 

Underground Station, North Greenwich, London 
Alsop and Stormer 
Deep Blue is an awesome blue cave that has been 
created as a spectacular celebration of arrival and 
departure. All issues seem to be covered with this space. The 
ticket office is located on an upper level were the passenger 
then moves to a concourse suspended from the 
concrete roof structure allowing un-obstructive movement 
to the next vehicle. Voids on either side of the concourse 
enclosed by glass panels offer views of the platforms below 
, inducing a sense of openness and transparency rarely 
experienced in London's cramped network. Cobalt blue mosaic 
tiles and glass combine to give a sumptuous, otherworldly 
dimension to the cavernous space. (Davey 68) 

Fig 2.35 
Underground Station Norti i Greenwich 
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ace Summary 

Grand Transportation Hall 
Bus Terminal 
Light Rail Terminal 
High Speed Rail Terminal 
Parking Services 

Fig. 2.36 
Motorway Control 

To begin to organize the large amount of spaces they will 
first be separate into two sections of public and private. 

Public: For passengers and their guests. 

Site Access (by foot, private automobile taxi, or bus) 
Public Parking for private vehicles; -short and long term. 
Vehicle to terminal transfer (gates, ramps) 
Ticketing and baggage check. 
Waiting (temporary storage restrooms, dining or snacking, 

information centers, arrival and departure 
communication 

Passenger Assistance (Wheelchairs, strollers, telephone courts 
public address systems) 

(Woodson 66) 

Center Support Services 
Facility Operations 
Parking Services 

Private: For terminal operators and tenant operations personnel. 

Site Access 
Private employee parking and service drives 
Primary public interface (external and internal) 
Offices, storage, delivery facilities, kitchen, lounge 
Dispatch (maintenance and security) 
Systems Control (traffic control, engineer room, weather) 

(Woodson 66) 
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facilitv: 
Grand Transportation Hall ,000,000sqft 

Grand Concourse:50000sqft 
Users: 1200people per hour-peak 

Bank Branch: 
Teller Desk Area: 300sqft 

Users:2emp, 4cust 
Manager Office: ISOsqft 

Users:! person 

ATM Node: 
Machine and Privacy Shield: 30sqft/Units:6 

Tenant Lease Spaces: 2000(5) 
Users: I emp.\6 cust. 

Grand Transportation Hall 
Area should be spacious, light, and airy to provide the 
user with freedom of movement and choice. The amenities 
offered should run parallel to the main concourse to 
allow a continuous flow of traffic without obstructions. 

Spaces like the branch bank, tenant leases, and food 
areas should be labeled clearly by sign-age to allow 
the user quick and easy access. 

Fast Food Slots: 3000(5) 
Users:7people 

Restaurant Spaces: 10000sqft(2) 
Users: 150people-peak hours 

Main Information and Media Node: I OOOsqft 
Users: 10 people 

Communication Node: 
Technician Office: 300sqft 

Users:2people 
Work Center: 2000sqft 

Users: 1 Opeople 
Phone and Computer Bank: 200sqft 

Users:6 people 

To promote a sense of privacy the ceiling heights are much 
lower than the main concourse area. Whatever space you 
are shaping -whether it is a garden, terrace, street, park, 
public outdoor room, or courtyard, make sure of two things. 
First, make at least one smaller space, which looks into it and 
forms a natural back for it. Second, place it, and its openings, 
so that it looks into at least one larger space. (Alexander 559) 
Materials \n these secondary areas should be soft and absorb 
noise and vibration. Color and light is very important in these 
areas as well as in the main concourse. Views to the outside 
and hues of blue reflect calm attributes, rather than anxietv. 
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Bus Terminal 

alial Analysis 
:9350soft 

Bus Terminal, High Speed Rail Terminal, and Light Rail Terminal: 
This system environment requires minimal congestion and 
delay, minimal noise and air pollution, and minimal 
physical Intervention. 

It is concluded that in order to be clear, a building complex 
must follow three rules: 
I . It is pOSSih'** ^*^ irit^ntihi n*»cf"*aH c\/cfiam r\f ro^jiyjj jp t h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

complex, the first and largest of these realms being the 
entire complex. 

Waiting Platform Node: 
Linear Required Area:7500sqft. (Minimum) 
Users:30persons per bus-peak hours 
Scheduled buses: 1 Oper hour 
Buses on platform:2buses 

Ticket Purchasing: 
Required Area:400sqft. 
Users: 1 Opeople (3 emp./7 cust.) 

Automated Ticket Purchasing: 
Required Area:50sqft. 

"estroom Facility: 
Required Area:300sqft (2) 
Users:6people (2) 

Maintenance, Refueling, and Shop: 
Required Area:800sqft 
Users:3people 

High Speed Rail Terminal: 21 OOOsqft 

2. Each realm has a main circulation space, which opens 
directly from the entrances to the realm. 

3. The entrances to any realm open directly off the —°-
circulation space of the next larger realm above it. 

(Alexander 483] 

Spaces should be organized so that traffic flow is not 
obscured by defunct planning. Keep ticketing and baggage 
areas parallel to main thoroughfare. Provide a direct link 
to other vehicle terminals, and provide adequate sign-age. 

Terminal Node: 
Required Area:7000sqft (2) 
Users:250persons per train-peak hours 
Trains:2per hour 
Trains on dock:2 (max) 

Ticketing: Train Maintenance, and Shop: 
Required Area:600sqft Required Area;3000sqft 
Users;22people (2 emp./20 cust Users:5people) 

Baggage Check; 
Required Area: I OOOsqft 
Users;52people (2 emp./50 cust) 

Baggage Mechanical: Restroom Facility: 
Required Area: 1 SOOsqft Required Area:300sqft (2) 
Users;5people Users:6people (2) 
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Lioht Rail Terminal: 5850sqft 
Terminal Node: 

Required Area:4000sqft 
Users: 1 OOpersons per train-peak hours 
Trains:4 per hour 
Trains on deck:2 (max) 

Ticket Purchasing: 
Required Area:400sqft. 
Users: I Opeople (3 emp./7 cust.; 

Automated Ticket Purchasing: 
Required Area:50sqft. 

Restroom Facility: 
Required Area:300sqft (2) 
Users;6people 

Maintenance and Shop: 
Required Area:800sqft 
Users:3people 

Minimal physical intervention must be provided to protect 
the user from the vehicle system. A sound pedestrian 
interface should effect how the vehicle is accessed. Provide 
clues on the texture or color of the floor and walls. Use of 
red and orange as cautionary signals. -./ ^^ 

Maintenance is also an important factor that effects the flow 
of the entire facility. The terminal must be able to fix 
technical problems immediately for vehicle and facility. 
A strong resistance to wear, abuse, and vandalism. 

Materials should be soft to absorb unwanted noise and 
vibration from the vehicle systems and users. Panels of 
fabric or acoustically designed walls can be used to help 
reduce this factor. Air pollution can be reduced by providing 
high ceilings and spaces that open to the outside. Installation 
of ventilation systems to pump in fresh air may also be 
considered. 
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In this private area of the complex office and communication 
design factors are considered. 

Definition of a primary public interface node for the 
complex located internally and externally. This will provide 
the user with a direct link to administrative needs. 

Private offices are required where professional or 
confidential discussions are a regular occurrence. In these 
spaces office identification and sign-age, and environmental 
controls are important design considerations. (Woodson 35) 

•Pcilllliy: spatial Analysis 
Facility Qpeidiions. 
High Speed Rail Com Center: 

Required Area: 1 OOOsqft 
Users:5people 

High Speed Rail Offices: 
Required Area: 150sqft(4) 
Users: 1 person 

High Speed Rail Cust. Service: 
Required Area:300sqft 
Users:5people (2emp./3 cust., 

Light Rail Com Central: 
Required Area; I SOOsqft 
Users: 1 Opeople 

Light Rail Offices: 
Required Area: 150sqft(6) 
Users: 1 person 

Metro Com Node: 
Required Area:300sqft 
Users:2people 

6000sqft 

In communication systems, whether large or small, the 
common denominator should always be human need. 
The communication between people should be analyzed 
and planned on the basis of the human tasks preformed. 
In this systems facility the communication link to the 
individual vehicle systems is of major importance. Visual 
and auditory communication is necessary to provide 
an efficient and safe environment for the user. 

(Woodson 128) 

Metro Office: 
Required Area: I SOsqft 
User! person 

Light Rail and METRO Cust. Service: 
Required Area:300sqft 
Users:5people (2emp/3 cust.) 

Restroo.m Facility: 
Required Area:300sqft (2) 
Users:6peopie (2) 
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Center Support Service^ lOSOOOsqft 

Security Com Center-
Required Area: 1 OOOsqft 
Users: 1 Opeople 

Security Offices: 
Required Area: 150sqft( 10) 
Users:2people 

Engineering Center and Shop: 
Required Area:500sqft 
Users:4peopie 

Engineering Offices: 
Required Area:!50sqft(2) 
Users: 1 person 

The terminal should be able to provide a rapid and efficient 
turnaround for its vehicular services. An affective and reliable 
24 hour maintenance system is required to keep equipment 
in excellent condition. 

Shop workplaces should be designed for maximum flexibility 
so that a variety of tasks can be accomplished In the most 

I convenient manner. (Woodson 275) An open floor plan like 
with a geometric grid pattern for column placement would 
work well so space can be arranged and rearranged quickly. 

Janitorial Center and Supply: 
Required Area: I OOOsqft 
Users:20 

Janitorial Admin.: 
Required Area: 150sqft(2) 
Users:2people 

Restroom Facility: 
Required Area:300sqft (2) 
Users:6people 

Mechanical Jungle: 
Required Area: 100,000sqft 
Users:20people 
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Provide adequate parking for public and private vehicles. 
Parking, which is specifically for the use of visitors, must be 
clearly marked from the directions of approach, even though 
the structure as a whole is shielded (parking garage). The 
person who is coming who is coming by car will be looking 
for the building, not the parking lot. The entrance to 
parking must be marked as an important feature -a gate-
so that you can see it automatically, in the process of looking 
for the building. And it must be placed so that you find it 
about the same time that you sec the building's main entry. 
(Alexander 478) 

TacfnryrSpalial Analysis 
Parking Services: 

Short Term Facility: 
Required Spaces:2400 = (1200/4)(8hours) 
Required Area:500000sqft 

Long Term Parking: 
Required Spaces: 1600 = (1200/6)(8hours) 
Required Area:350000sqft 

Facility Parking: 
Required Spaces: 150 = rough employee count 
Required Area:40000sqft 

Service Docking: 
Required Area; 1 OOOOsqft 

900000sqft 
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—Facil i tyHi 
Grand Transportation Hall: 

METRO Bus Terminal: 

High Speed Rail Terminal: 

Light Rail Terminal: 

Facility Operations: 

Center Support Services: 

Net Square Footage: 1 
X 

s^M^j 
l,000,000sqft 

9350sqft 

21,OOOsqft 

5850sqft 

6000sqft 

105,000sqft 

,147,200sqft 
1.3 

Total Usable Area: 1.49 i .360saft 
Fig. 2 37 

Inchon International Airport and Transportation Center 
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pace Matrix 

In this graphic, spaces are analyzed for their important 
relationships with each other. In the adjacency matrix the 
study shows which spaces need to be located near other 
spaces. The levels are: important adjacency, adjacent, separate 
and very separate. Conditions arejudged considering 
function, noise, and efficiency. 

Fig. 2.38 
Grid with Motor Control 
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-Context: wr̂ cî glcvt̂  " < -* -^^ iw> 

The site for the facility is located in Houston, Texas. Houston is 
the fourth largest city in the United States running close behind 
Chicago, Los Angles, and New York. Being the largest city in 
Texas, this city covers 539.6 square miles and is the largest 
county without zoning laws (Calvert). This unique feature makes 
Houston's neighborhoods dynamic, and projects seem boundless. 
The central business core is locatedjust south of the 
Buffalo Bayou and is enclosed by Interstate 45. 
The area is known for its contemporary architecture and 
includes buildings like the Texas Commerce Tower (1982), 
designed by I. M Pei., Philip Johnson's Pennzoil Place (1976). 

Houston's population stands at close to four million residents 
after the 1995 census and trends tell that growth is 
steady. Houston is also fortunate enough to be one of 
the most racially and ethnically diverse cities in the state. Fig. 3.01 

Site wi th view of Dtown 

The site for this multi-modal transportation center is located on 
the north edge of Downtown on the northwest side of 
Main Street and Interstate 10. The site is on level ground 
until it tapers off 20ft from the edge of the Buffalo Bayou. 
The site is currently used as a commuter lot for the 
University of Houston Downtown, and as a small city 
supply and vehicle storage unit. A train line lies on the 
north end of the site that is currently in use by Amtrak and 
other industrial shipping lines. 

s^r^g^rs; 
Fig 3 02 

Aerial view of site 
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iext: Naturaf] 

?F"v.: 
Fig. 3.03 

Site, nortfi view 

The site's natural context is fairly bare and seems to have been 
removed some years ago. The most dominant natural element 
is Buffalo Bayou which forms an edge condition before 
Interstate 10. The water is still and used for city drainage 
purposes. A few trees are located on the perimeter of the 
site, and ground cover are weeds and ruble fill. 

Temperature is a contextual issue that will effect the facility. 
Houston is a coastal city is submitted to 48 inches of average 
rainfall per year, and a high humidity factor that causes the 
heat index to stay above 100 degrees for weeks. There is no 
natural shading elements on this site and they will have to 
be programmed due to the nature of the facility. 

lwr"k^- , --.nmi 

WM 
r\m 

M 
fig. 3.04 

Site: view to UHD 
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As the most racially and ethnically diverse city in Texas, 
this site will contain a cultural cross section of the 
United States. Currently the surrounding 
socio-economic context consists of lower to middle class 
pedestrians that park and walk to University of Houston 
Downtown, or catch a ride on the METRO bus stop 
adjacent to the site. The addition of the Light Rail System and 
the High Speed Rail connection will expand the social and 
economic differences even more. The introduction of upper 
class and high end suburban commuter patrons from 
surrounding areas will project greater diversity and a challenging 
dynamic social atmosphere. '.A "^iiscf-.'^'f -A. /"-.T, y*^,^^^7"^-

Fig. 3.05 
Site with view of Dtown: Masses 
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g:T06 
Main and Preston: Downtown 

Downtown's Mam Street is under intense renovation The new 
spark in the central core is echoed all over with the addition 
of Enron field, the Renovation of Union Station, and commercial 
building loft conversions On the city's drawing board is a 
proposal for a Light Rail System reflecting Dallas's successful 
experiment This system would travel down Mam street to 
the Astrodome Convention Area tn south central Houston 
with 15 major stops. The current site is perfect for creating 
the other end point opposite of the Astrodome 

3.07 
Mam and Franklin: Downtown 

The University of Houston Downtown is the first district serviced 
by the light rail system directly south of the site after going 
under Interstate 10 Presently the college has tried to use 
the space below the tram bridges as a "riverwalk" type setting. 

Landing Park is occupied by homeless patrons. 

Fig 3.08 
University of Houston Downtown: Allen's Landing 
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The site is bounded by transportation lines. The first 
edge condition is created by a double line consisting 
of Interstate 10 and Buffalo Bayou on the south edge 
of the site. The next boundary line is North Mam Street 
which runs along the eastern edge and final line 
is created by the rail line rounding off the north and 
west edges. There is a point where the sitjumps the 
rail line on the north tip connecting the body to 
main street again. This context creates an island 
in the urban fabric. 

Fig. 3.09 
Mam and Interstate 10 

yL^wsaB^':^/: 
Ftg 3^!?P| 

Site: 360; 4pm, 09/99 

^!#^E^feii?^5 

Fig. 3.10 
Aerial Shot Site 

Fig 3 11 
Site wi th tram 
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coiitext: Issues 

Fig. 3.12 
Gateway and Transport Area 

Contextually the main goal of this facility is to become a 
catalyst and spark interest.. This will have to be done by 
abruptly disturbing the area and drawing attention to itself 
This facility should notjust weave itself into the urban fabric. 
It is a statement and an element that wants to cause change 
and rehabilitation. The facility should leave a mark on the 
grid of Houston, a land mark and local transport area for the 
public. 

A gateway can have many forms: a literal gate, a bridge, a 
passage in between to dense buildings. The function of these 
elements all do one thing, they mark the path or point the 
signifies the crossing of a boundary (Alexander 278). This marks 
the feeling of a transition to a new experience or area. 

A response to this issue involves the placement of visible 
markers. Solid markers acting as beacons to this transportation 
area, the entrance to the City of Houston. The markers can 
take the form of towers or sculpture devices. 

The Galleria, Milan Itafy 
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With the introduction of a transport area to this context there 
are six issues Alexander defines in "A Pattern Language" (p. 63) 
that effect the development of the site: 
>Noise 
>Danger 
>lll Health Conditions 
>Congestion 
>Parking Problems 
>Eyesore 
Out of these issues two design responses can be formed. One 
will consider noise, danger, and health, and the other will 
effect parking. 

One design response that effects the health of the public user 
is the implementation of the "raised walk". 
Where paths cross roads, the cars have the power to frighten 
and subdue the people walking. This will happen whenever the 
path and the road are at the same level (Alexander 281). A 
solution to this lies in raising the walkway The sidewalk should 
be about 18 inches above the road with a low wall or railing 
along the edge. I 

Fig 3 14 
Crosswalk and Raised Sidewalk Diagram 
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Fig. 3.15 
Parking Sketch v2 

î Cext: Issues 
One of the facilities main goal's is to separate the private vehicle 
from all or part of the commuter's daily activities. With this said 
there must be parking programed into the context. But, large 
parking structures full of cars are inhuman and considered dead 
buildings (Alexander 477). 

A design response to this issue could be the implementation 
of shielded parking structures. Parking garages that are either 
covered parts of the multimedia devices for mentioned in 
theoretical issues or lined with imported natural elements 
such as plants or trees. 

Another advantage to the context using shielded parking 
structures concerns noise pollution to the surrounding 
neighborhoods. The parking structures can act as sound 
barriers for the trains and busses in the center. 
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Stratford Station. London. Chris Wilkerson Architects 
Chris Wilkerson was faced with a very complicated problem 
when he won the competition to make a station that 
linked several separate rail systems (Davey 56). His response 
has been dubbed Jubilee Termination, for the line that ends 
in that station, and the celebration of a new age of transit 
in that country. The whole area is supposed to be a transport 
interchange and catalyst for vitalizing an area of London that is 
now defunct..In this project the architecture is a celebrated 
public facility. It is a gateway to the public transit of London and 
an element of pride for the area of Stratford. 

Fig. 3.16 
Stratford Station 

Arbeitete Fassung, Spandauar AlstadL Calatrava 
The present railway tracks divide the Musinger Park situated 
between Spadauar Alstadt and Wilhelmstadt. The design 
alleviates this situation by elevating the new high speed railway 
station on a bridge becoming a tree like structure. The station 
appears as a well articulated element in a clearly defined 
green area calling attention to itself (Lyall 92). This study 
takes the pedestrian into account. The track line is elevated to 
keep a continuous green line for the pedestrian. This element 
can be associated to issues of safety in the facilities site. 

Fig. 3 I 7 
Spandauer. C.il.itMv.i 
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s: Mapping 

The site is bounded by a dominant edge condition highlighted 
in red. This is Interstate 10 which runs past the northen tip 
of the Downtown area. A secondary edge is formed by 
Buffalo Bayou located on the south end of the site. 

Transportation links to the site are North Main Street, an East 
West train line that will be transformed into the High Speed Rail 
line, and future exits from Interstate 10. 

^w 



Pedestrian links to the site are isolated to Main Street. There is 
light pedestrian activity to and from the A C Allen community 
and then there is heavy pedestrian traffic heading south on Main 
Street toward The University of Houston Downtown. 

The site is surrounded by commercial zones. To the north is 
a mixed use pocket with small apartments and small industrial 
facilities. Northeast of the site is a middle income residential zone. 
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—Final Docuinenlrfllbi'Fef TWfesiy" 

The process and response to this program is on 
the following pages. The design for the Multi-modal 
Transportation Center in Houston Texas lies heavily on the 
"Big Idea". To cause the public to look at this complex and 
want to use it. The architecture then becomes the 
advertisement device, and the sleek and sexy forms seduce 
the future users into the urban realm. This catalyst strikes 
a nerve and forms an excuse to go downtown. 

^ ^ -

\ •AJI^jM 
Fig. 4.01 

East Elevation I? 

Motion and collision is apparent in the Transportation Center. 
The station is transprogrammed with elements for the 
user. Kiosks for shopping, hotel and office space rise above 
the green canopy, and the efficient transportation systems that 
connect urban lifestyles with suburban lifestyles. A new 
gateway to Downtown Houston. 

Fig. 4.02 
Concourse Interchanges 
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IVIapping Process 
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Grid Crash: 
One response to the design process involves a 
metaphor of social collisions. The grid of the residential area 
collides with the grid of the downtown grid. This 
is done to represent the different activities and people that 
will use the facility on a daily basis. This way 
transprogramming and the reflection of different socio-economic 
classes are apparent in the plans of the building. 

1^^^ 

r--
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-'^-^^r?^ •<. Design Process \ 

The separate vehicular elements are sketched over then 
transfer into a 3D environment. 

The potential design response to form the analogy of 
movement in this design oroiect would look closely at the 
kinetic forces of the vehicles and pedestrians this structure 
services. Lines of path would be defined by replicating the 
shape or flow of the transportation element The graphs or 
charting exercises inevitably will produce pulses, peaks, and 
troughs. This could be reflected in the spline shape of the 
tubular metal frame structure or in the shaping of wall 
systems. Using tubular aluminum or steel as framing systems 
will allow the flexibility to create these complex elements. 

Fig,4.04 
3D Models 
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Massing the different parts of the facilities 
requirements and vehicular paths. 

n 

Fig. 4.05 
Massing Model 01 

Fig 4 06 
Massing Model 02 
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in Process ^ 

Development of structure, architectural form, and 
levels of transparency. The different transportation 
elements start to create a hierarchy of forms and functions 

Fig.4.07 
Process Modeling 300 

^^5i^ 

It 

Design process of vertical circulation and structure. 

Fig.4.08 
Structural Process 
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Fig 4.09 
Parti Models 

Fig 4 10 
Parti Models 
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ITrawrtigs and Models 

Fig. 4,11 
Final Organizational Model 

The final model is at a scale of 1:50, and was created to show 
the organization of spaces in-between the transportation 
elements. Motion and collision are present in every space of the 
facility. 

Lf 
" ^ 5 ^ 

y 

Fig. 4.12 
Final Organizational Model 
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Levels are organized for each specific 
transportation element. In the urban court, 
the level is organized for pedestrian use. The 
ground level is designed around the High Speed Rail's 
concourse, and Level 02 is designed around the 
Light Rail and METRO bus platforms. 
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Fig. 4.13 
Close-up of Concourses and Site Model 
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Fig 4 14 
Birds-eye of Organizational Model 
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H Rail Vignette 
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